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The large Moleskine 18-Month Weekly Notebook, with a black soft cover, runs from July 2015 to

December 2016. Formatted to show the week's appointments on the left and a ruled page for notes

and ideas on the right, this popular planner style is perfect for students, teachers and

professionals.Specifications:- Layout: Week on the left, ruled page on the right.- Date Range: Jul

2015 - Dec 2016- Dimensions: 5" x 8-1/4"- Soft Cover with Elastic Closure and Bookmark Ribbon-

Color: Black- Pages: 208- Pockets: Expandable inner pocket in cardboard and cloth.- Paper Weight:

70 gsm/47 lb.; FSC Certified Paper; Acid-Free (pH Neutral)
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I lost my 2015 Moleskine and had to pick up from the middle of the year. I bought this one knowing

that the quality Moleskine provides is superb. The pages feel great, the binding is top notch, and the

feel of the cover feels like quality. The value provided includes feeling great carrying this notebook.

There's a page marker sewn in too, which adds to the convenience, as well as an elastic band that

prevents the notebook from opening in your bag. Great product overall! Yes there are cheaper, but

the value this creates is in the quality.

The quality of miles kind is undeniable. However, I wish this one came with more space for notes on

the individual dates. I use planners for to do lists and appointments, and there's little space per day

on this one.

I'm an atty and this is my go-to calendar. i keep all my settings here as well as appointments and



the facing page serves well for notes. not bulky but big enough so that i don't have to write small in

order to fit in what i want to write.

AWESOME! The pages are not as thick as I would like, but since I use 0.5 mechanical pencils for

writing, my markings don't bleed through. I also love the design. The right side is lines while the left

side uses the lines from the previous page as its lines, if that makes sense. I just love this product

and the fact that I got it for about $1.50 with approximately $3 in shipping makes it more awesome.

I love this planner so much. It's the perfect size to slip into my backpack as a college student, or in

my purse when I have somewhere to go! I love that there's one page for the entire week, as well as

a page for notes because sometimes I forget to bring extra paper to write down important notes or

lists. The only downside of it is the fact that the outside of it gets pretty beaten up while in my

backpack constantly, and the saturday + sunday slots are small compared to the rest of the week. I

would definitely buy this planner again for next year!

I have a whole book shelf of an account of each year's work stuffs next to my filled

sketchbooks.Adulting on 11!!!Moleskine's paper is awesome with all pens and pencils as well. No

smudging, and no weird coating to jam up your tiny pens.

Have been looking for something to track my entire life in. There is something about writing in a

planner versus a phone. This is a wonderful planner for our family. It's sleek yet very spacious for

our to-do list and grocery list.

I love Moleskin and usually by themIn stores. I was relieved to see that there was a 2015-2016

online as I needed a planner I could backdate. I received this moleskin yesterday andCouldn't be

more disappointed. The quality is terrible as it looks like some knockoff. The cover is not soft like the

one I have at home but more hard/plastic like. In the future I will purchase elsewhere.
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